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LGBTQ individuals are everywhere—from big

cities to small towns, in the North, South,

Midwest, you name it! Your Village likely

already has LGBTQ members; as more

individuals of all ages are openly identifying

as LGBTQ, this likelihood will increase over

time. Villages play a significant role in the

lives of our members and volunteers. By

actively working to ensure we are inclusive,

welcoming, and affirming, can help break

the cycle of resistance, discrimination, and

marginalization that many LGBTQ

individuals may face throughout their

lifetime. 

We intend for this document to provide a

guide for Villages to be thoughtful in

actively including, welcoming, and

affirming of LGBTQ individuals. The purpose

of this resource is to create intentional

conversations about the different areas of

inclusion, why they are important, and to

humanize the members we work with. 

Introduction
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A set of associated best practices, in the form of questions to help

assess what your Village is or could be doing

A list of recommended actions

A goal chart for tracking your Village’s goal(s) 

This tool is a guide to help identify actions your Village can take
to enhance it's inclusivity and affirmation of LGBTQ individuals.
Each Village is to go about this process in a way that works best
for them. 

This version of the Best Practices includes six areas of focus: 

Materials, Programs, Outreach, Member Resources, Feedback and
Discussion, and Training. Each section includes:

See page 4 for an example of a completed goal chart. 

We recommend identifying a committed team of staff, volunteers, and/or

members, to review the best practices on a regular basis. Identify

someone in leadership to sign off when it is complete (see page 17). 

 Best Practices Tool Overview   

Using This Tool

Materials Programs Outreach

Member Resources Feedback and Discussion Training

The framework for the Best Practices was created based on guidelines from 

The National Resource Center on LGBT Aging “Inclusive Services For LGBT Older Adults,  A Practical

Guide To Creating Welcoming Agencies”.  

Link: https://www.lgbtagingcenter.org/resources/pdfs/Sage_GuidebookFINAL1.pdf 

The Six Focus Areas
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Context and Experiences

The United States is home to residents of all ages ,

identities ,  and backgrounds ,  including LGBTQ

individuals .  Many of our members have lived

through multiple kinds of stigmatization ,  including

but not limited to :  government practices ,

workplaces ,  and within their own families .

Stigmatization and discrimination individuals in

the LGBTQ community may face may also be

shaped by other aspects of their identity such as

race ,  religion ,  and culture .  

As Villages ,  we have a shared goal of sustaining the

dignity and enriching the lives of our members .  It ’s

important to acknowledge the experiences of our

members and commit to preventing discrimination

in the future .  
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Be mindful of deadlines you set for your goals to

make sure they are attainable. Consider working

with other Villages to develop and accomplish goals

together. 

General Recommendations
Representation Matters

Be Ambitious But Practical

Build In Accountability

Accomplishing a goal is great, but this does not mean you

are “done”. Maintaining a safe space is an ongoing process.   
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Goals mean nothing unless they are assigned in a timely

manner to a person(s) with the resources and authority

to complete them. Accountability also comes from open

communication, having clear deadlines, and setting

achievable goals. 

Keep Setting Goals

 Including LGBTQ individuals in this process should be a high priority.

At the same time, no one should be expected or assumed to disclose

their sexual or gender identity by virtue of their willingness to help.



EXAMPLE: COMPLETED 
MATERIALS GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 

Develop  a  

rainbow  logo  

for  our

Vil lage .  

1 .  Work  with

graphic  designer

to  develop  logo  

 

2 .  Get  feedback

from  community

members  

February

2022

Add  more

images  of  lgbt

members ,

volunteers ,  etc

to  our  website .  

1 .  Find  a  volunteer /company  to

take  pictures  or  look  for  any

pictures  you  already  have .  

 

2 .  Put  out  a  call  for  LGBTQ

members  who ’d  be  interested  in

having  their  pictures  used .  

 

3 .  I f  unable  to  secure

members /volunteers  pictures ,  use

pictures  from  local  LGBTQ

organizations  or  stock  pictures .  

 

June  2022

Update  the

language  and

questions  in  our

membership  and

volunteer

applications .

1 .  Review  current  materials  to  see  where

improvements  and  changes  could  be  made .  

 

2 .  Review  guidelines  from  the  National

Resource  Center  on  LGBT  Aging  about  asking

questions  about  gender  and  sexual

orientation .  

 

3 .  Get  feedback  from  community  members

before  releasing  updated  materials .  

 

November

2022
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Self Assessment Questions

Include inclusive language in public materials

Have LGBTQ Village symbols (e.g. DC Villages Pride Logo)

Include a write-in gender identity question in your membership application 

Include a variety of pictures of members in the LGBTQ community

Have a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion statement on your website and

materials (e.g. membership application) 

Do your marketing materials include

LGBTQ individual(s), symbols, or

inclusive language? 

____ Physical Materials

____ Website

____ Social Media

Do your onboarding materials 

include LGBTQ individual(s), symbols, 

or inclusive language? 

____ Membership application  

____ Membership manual

____ Staff manual

____ Volunteer application

____ Volunteer manual

Recommendations
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Materials

First impressions are essential. Your marketing materials, website, 
and social media are the first opportunity to show that your
organization welcomes and supports LGBTQ individuals. In aging
spaces and organizations LGBTQ older adults are often barely
visible. Seeing LGBTQ members in marketing materials, profiled on
social media, or seeing a Village LGBTQ event makes a huge
difference. Intentional actions, such as ensuring you have inclusive
language and questions about gender identity acknowledges that
Village members are not just straight or cisgender. 



MATERIALS GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 
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Self Assessment Questions

Consult with other Villages around inclusivity needs and other resources as

needed

When planning, consider: is the program location a safe and welcoming space?

Who is partnering and can topics be improved by addressing specific LGBTQ

needs? (E.g. advance planning)

Consider starting small by establishing or sharing programs for Pride month

(June) and/or LGBTQ History month (October)

Does your Village: 

____ Have conversations around how programs/interactions can be inclusive,

safe, and affirming of LGBTQ individuals in program planning conversations?

____ Have LGBTQ specific and/or inclusive programs?

____ Partner with LGBTQ specific and owned organizations and business to

plan program? 

Recommendations
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While offering LGBTQ specific programming is one option, not every LGBTQ
person wants to attend exclusive LGBTQ programs, openly expresses their
identity, or your Village may not have the capacity to do exclusive
programming. Therefore, we need to find ways to include LGBTQ
individuals in all of the programming we do. This communicates that you
are welcoming to LGBTQ individuals and educates others as well.
Programming also provides an opportunity to build relationships with
LGBTQ businesses and organizations.

For example: your Village is hosting a program on dating. To ensure it is
inclusive make sure to discuss non-straight and non-cis relationships, a
variety of types of dating apps, and specific safety tips .

Programs



PROGRAMS GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 
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Partner with other Villages to plan and conduct outreach 

Identify a LGBTQ ambassador(s) to represent your Village 

Suggested organizations to reach out to: 

Affirming faith organizations 

LGBTQ youth organizations

Local LGBTQ center(s)

Recommendations
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You cannot expect that putting a rainbow logo in your marketing
materials will immediately get LGBTQ individuals to become members
and volunteers. Building trust takes time. You have to make a continued
effort to build relationships with and understand the community you
are trying to reach. Understanding the concerns and needs of LGBTQ
individuals when it comes to aging is essential to shaping your
outreach, marketing, and programming. This active effort to support
and reach the LGBTQ community shows older adults and younger
generations that there are aging organizations which will affirm and
respect them.

Self Assessment Questions
Does your Village: 

____Conduct outreach focused on the LGBTQ

community? 

          ___ for board membership 

          ___ for staff  

          ___ for volunteers 

          ___ for membership           

____Promote Village LGBTQ specific

programs in public spaces?

____Promote events sponsored by your

Village or another organization that are

targeted to the LGBTQ community in your

newsletter and/or emails?

           

____Have a list of LGBTQ or LGBTQ friendly

organizations that your Village reaches out to?

____Have a Diversity Equity and Inclusion committee?

           

Office on LGBTQ Affairs (if exists)

LGBTQ bars/restaurants

Local PFLAG chapter (if exists) 

Outreach



OUTREACH GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 
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Recommendations
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Having LGBTQ specific or affirming resources and referrals as part
of your member resources takes a huge weight off the shoulders of
your LGBTQ members. To know that you won't have to hide who
you are; that a doctor won't give you a dirty look if you bring your
spouse with you to an appointment; that you will have your
pronouns respected; you won't fear being discriminated against in
a care community. Including LGBTQ resources and referrals in your
resources also allows members to get what they need without
having to publicize their identity. 

Self Assessment Questions
Does your Village: 

____ Provide LGBTQ specific resources and referrals to all members? 

____ Refer people to organizations that may not be LGBTQ specific, but are identified as

LGBTQ safe spaces?  

You can use the space below to list specific referrals including medical professionals, various levels

of care/life plan communities, support groups, etc: 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Ways to identify if an organization is a safe space:

Do they actively work to meet LGBTQ cultural-sensitivity standards and best practices

published by national or local organizations?

Ask other LGBTQ community members about their experiences with an organization or

space.

Does the organization have LGBTQ symbols, resources, or information displayed publicly (on

their website, brochures, marketing, etc)? 

Find a resource “hub” that may be able to point you in the direction of finding other

resources. (E.g. Local LGBTQ Center)

Member
Resources



MEMBER RESOURCES 
GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 
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Consider an Diversity Equity and Inclusion committee as an opportunity to discuss needs 

Consider an external consultant (possibly other Villages) 

Consider having LGBTQ ambassador(s) available for consultation 

Consider less structured opportunities for conversations/feedback–who would you go to?

(E.g. who to talk with in regard to organizational resistance to inclusivity suggestions) 

Recommendations
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Facilitating opportunities for feedback and discussion is
essential to ensuring your Village remains accountable.
Having a document that is regularly reviewed can
ensure nothing will be put on the backburner or
forgotten. Open communication around the needs of
LGBTQ members allows your Village to assure everyone
is respected, welcomed, and affirmed. 

Self Assessment Questions
Does your Village: 

____ Have a designated person to consult as needs/ideas/concerns arise? Consider different

stakeholders to engage together and independently, such as staff, board, members,

volunteers.

____ Have time throughout the year designated for discussing inclusivity? 

        ___ as an organization

        ___ as an annual review

        ___ as a board

 

____ Have someone(s) responsible for identifying and implementing new training

opportunities as needs arise?       

Feedback and
Discussion



FEEDBACK AND DISCUSSION 
GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 
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Review training offered to ensure they are still current and up to date 

Inquire about trainings at local and national LGBTQ organizations 

In trainings, consider intersectionality between gender, sexual orientation, and other aspects (race,

age, SES, etc) 

Consider: 

If training is required 

Frequency of training needed 

If training is specific to Village needs 

Training partnership with other Villages 

Level of training needs: i.e. for transportation volunteer vs staff focusing on LGBTQ programs 

Recommendations
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Training and educational opportunities are important for anyone who
interacts with members or volunteers (such as staff, volunteers, and
other members). Training and educational opportunities should
emphasize the need to acknowledge and recognize LGBTQ older adults.
If you have limited knowledge of or personal connection to the LGBTQ
community, training can be an opportunity to learn, address
assumptions, and ask questions in a safe space. Training and education
must also be ongoing and not just one and done. Language and
terminology can become outdated, you may learn about scenarios you
have never encountered, or just need a refresher. 

Self Assessment Questions

Does your Village: 

____ Offer LGBTQ competency training for: 

      ___ Board 

      ___ Staff 

      ___ Volunteers 

____ Offer educational programs and/or training around LGBTQ topics to

Village members?      

Training



TRAINING 
GOAL CHART

GOAL WHAT'S INVOLVED ACCOMPLISH BY 
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Signing Page

Village Name: 

Date(s) Reviewed:

Reviewers: 

Review Schedule (circle one):  

Annual,  Bi-Annual,  Quarterly,  Other

Leadership Approval Signature:
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This section includes example activities which you could conduct

for your Villagers or reviewers. These activities serve several

purposes: to spur conversation, help personalize and humanize

the assessment and goal-setting process, facilitate feedback,

work to address resistance at any level of your Village, and more. 

Activities

Read testimonials from To Survive on This Shore at:

https://www.tosurviveonthisshore.com/interviews 

Discuss these questions: 

Could you see this person living where you live?  

Do you think they would feel comfortable being part of

your Village?  

Do you feel your Village could provide them with

inclusive and appropriate services/referrals or

resources? 

Watch Trans 101 - The Basics and Pronouns 101: 

 https://www.youtube.com/user/Minus18TV/

Discuss these questions:  

Were there any terms you had not heard of that were

mentioned in this video?  

Are there any questions that you still have?
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Conduct feedback surveys among your best practices

reviewers (anonymous or not)

Example questions:  

Do you have any concerns, issues, etc you would like to

share? 

Do you feel participating in this team is valuable,

impactful, and influences our Village’s state of

inclusion? 

Is there anything we could do to ensure that all

opinions, perspectives, and input are considered?  

Conduct an assumptions and stereotypes activity

Example questions:

Older adults can’t be gay, or transgender 

Older adults don’t use they/them, ze/zir, or other

pronouns 

Older adults won’t understand pronouns 

All LGBTQ folks “come out” 

LGBTQ folks only live in cities 

Utilize the Fenway Health Learning Resources, webinars,

videos, learning modules:

https://www.lgbtqiahealtheducation.org/resources/ 

Activities
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National Resources

Public Relations Firm Witeck Communications

(Images Source): http://www.witeck.com/gay-and-

lesbian-marketing/ 

National Gay and Lesbian Journalist Association

(Directory for Journalists on Language):

https://www.nlgja.org/

Advocacy and Services for LGBT Elders (SAGE):

https://www.sageusa.org/ 

National Resource Center on LGBT Aging:

https://www.lgbtagingcenter.org/ 

AARP LGBTQ Resources:

https://www.aarp.org/home-family/voices/lgbt-pride/ 
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Local Resources

National Resource Center on LGBT Aging State

Resource Finder:

https://www.lgbtagingcenter.org/state/index.cfm

Center Link LGBT Center Community Directory: 

https://www.lgbtcenters.org/LGBTCenters 

Movement Advancement Project Rural LGBT

Resources: https://www.lgbtmap.org/rural-lgbt-

resources

Contact or visit your state or local resource call

center about community resource guides and other

sources for identifying lgbt organizations and

resources in your area. 
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This publication was prepared by Capitol Hill Village with the support

of a grant from the D.C. Department of Aging and Community Living.
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